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New initiative to accelerate world-class, game-changing energy technologies

Calgary, AB – Innovate Calgary is pleased to introduce Kinetica Ventures (Kinetica), a new initiative focused
on accelerating world-class energy technologies to help industry partners address key challenges and
increase competitive advantages via access to emerging innovation.
This comes following a recent announcement made by the Government of Canada to provide $3 million in
funding over the next five years to Innovate Calgary to develop an energy technology accelerator program.
This funding is part of the Canada Accelerator and Incubator Program (CAIP), which is also providing funding
support for TEC Edmonton’s health accelerator initiative.
Powered by Innovate Calgary, Kinetica will bridge the gap between the energy industry and technology
innovators. It will be a uniquely industry-driven program, working closely with key partners in the energy
sector to identify their most pressing challenges in four areas: hydrocarbon recovery; energy transport;
carbon capture, re-use and disposal; and renewable energy.
“This funding provides an opportunity to assist energy technology companies to de-risk and commercialize
their innovations, helping increase the long-term economic prosperity of Alberta through the adoption of
transformative energy technologies,” says Peter Garrett, President, Innovate Calgary.
Kinetica will assist local, national and international technology researchers and entrepreneurs by providing
access to the necessary capital, expertise and relationships to commercialize their industry-validated
technologies more efficiently and cost effectively, and achieve faster adoption by energy sector partners.
“As energy prices continue to change, energy companies with enhanced access to innovative technologies
will enjoy an increasingly important competitive advantage. We intend for this to be a ‘made in Canada’
story,” says Kevin Frankowski, program lead for Kinetica.
Kinetica is based in Alberta, Canada, an international energy hub, with access to world-class expertise, field
trial opportunities and first customers. Many of the world’s largest energy companies are headquartered in
Calgary and are contributing to the success of Kinetica and the entrepreneurs and technology development
it facilitates.
To learn more about Kinetica Ventures, visit www.kineticaventures.com.
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About Innovate Calgary
As a leading technology transfer and commercialization centre, Innovate Calgary works closely with startups,
entrepreneurs, researchers and investors from the advanced tech sector to take innovation and ideas to the
next stage of growth. Innovate Calgary has been successfully contributing to the growth and acceleration of
the advanced technology sector for more than 30 years. Our integrated approach to commercialization
focuses on facilitating connections among stakeholders and offering a comprehensive range of programs
and services to achieve success.
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